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Abstract: This study investigates the transient evolution of tropical Pacific sea surface temperature (SST) responses to a constant northern high-latitude solar heating in fully coupled CESM 1.2. The study identifies two stages through multiple ensemble runs. 1) In the first 3 years, a hemispherically asymmetric pattern emerges, caused by air-sea interactions associated with the anomalous cross-equatorial Hadley cell. The northern tropics experience warming that is blocked north of the equator by the intertropical convergence zone. The southeast Pacific cooling reaches the equatorial region and is amplified by the equatorial Ekman divergence. 2) Within a decade, the equatorial cooling is replaced by warming in the eastern equatorial basin. The anomalous warming that appears faster than the time scales of the oceanic ventilation is attributed to anomalous meridional heat convergence and weakening of the northern subtropical cell. Our findings highlight the influence of ocean dynamics on the temporal and spatial evolution of tropical SST response to hemispherically asymmetric heating. The initial cooling caused by Ekman divergence delays the arrival of slow warming, while initial wind and temperature anomalies set the stage for the weakening of the subtropical cell. The results have important implications for understanding the evolution of tropical SST patterns in observational records and future climate change simulations, as they show strong interhemispheric temperature asymmetry in the extratropics.
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1. Introduction

Energy perturbations from high latitudes can penetrate deeply into the tropical Pacific regions, imposing significant influences on the sea surface temperature (SST) pattern, and subsequently influencing both local and global climates. Changes in the interhemispheric meridional SST gradient are reported in various modeling experiments that impose a range of extratropical forcings, such as sea ice or ice sheet perturbations (Chiang and Bitz 2005), reductions in the Atlantic meridional overturning circulation (Zhang and Delworth 2005), increases of anthropogenic sulfate aerosol emissions (Yoshimori and Broccoli 2008), and idealized thermal heat fluxes (Broccoli et al. 2006; Hwang et al. 2021; Kang et al. 2008). In addition, imposing anomalous freshwater in the North Atlantic leads to a collapse of the Atlantic meridional overturning circulation and triggers an El Niño event (Dong and Sutton 2002). The so-called El Niño–Southern Oscillation (ENSO)–like SST response pattern, with the anomalous SST peaking at the eastern equatorial Pacific region, has been demonstrated in the semi-equilibrium state in several simulations with various mid–high-latitude variations, such as the loss of Arctic sea ice (Deser et al. 2015; England et al. 2020; Tomas et al. 2016), high-latitude insolation reductions (Kang et al. 2020), and extratropical cloud bias corrections (Burls et al. 2017). In short, the signals originating outside the tropics largely modulate the structure of tropical Pacific SST.

Several mechanisms have been proposed to interpret the tropical SST responses to extratropical forcing. On one hand, the thermodynamical interactions between the atmosphere and the mixed-layer ocean, including the positive feedback among surface wind speed, evaporation, and local SST (the WES feedback; Xie and Philander 1994; Chiang and Bitz 2005), and the stratuscumulus cloud–mediated WES feedback (Hwang et al. 2017; Hsiao et al. 2022; Kim et al. 2022; Yang et al. 2023), could be responsible for the communication between the extratropical forcing and the tropical responses. On the other hand, the SST changes can also be attributed to the effect of the oceanic dynamics. For example, the oceanic subtropical cells (STCs) connect the perturbations in the deep tropics to the extratropical variations via the subduction and ventilation mechanism (Gu and Philander 1997), constraining the equatorial zonal SST gradient in both observations and simulations in global climate models (GCMs; Burls and Fedorov 2014; Fedorov et al. 2015). For the equilbrium state, studies using fully coupled models all show an equatorial peak of anomalous SST, which is distinct from the interhemispheric pattern in the slab ocean models (SOMs; Kang et al. 2020; Tomas et al. 2016). These fully coupled studies highlight the dominant role of ocean dynamics in shaping the equilibrium SST pattern. The role of thermodynamical interaction...
highlighted in slab ocean studies (e.g., Hwang et al. 2017; Hsiao et al. 2022) remains to be evaluated.

While much previous research focuses on the equilibrium response patterns and the underlying mechanisms of tropical Pacific climates to extratropical forcings, few studies explore the transient evolution. In a fully coupled experiment, Wang et al. (2018) report the warming response in the equatorial region that was established within 25 years of an abrupt Arctic sea ice loss. While the formation mechanism remains to be explored, they point to the subsurface warming below 200 m as key for the anomalous vertical advection that explains the enhanced equatorial warming. Using a Lagrangian perspective that tracks seawater’s trajectory, Thomas and Fedorov (2017) report long advection time scales (close to or exceeding 60 years) for the cold anomalies in the northwestern subtropical Pacific to descend to approximately 500 m before shoaling toward the equatorial undercurrent. In contrast, the seawater in the eastern subtropics goes through a shallow pathway and has time scales close to 10 years. The mechanisms and time scales of the tropical Pacific response to extratropical energy perturbation remain unresolved questions.

Disentangling responses with different time scales is critical for resolving the formation mechanism of the equilibrium response. Moreover, we expect the responses with long time scales to persist after mitigation of anthropogenic climate change takes place. Identifying distinct characteristics for the fast and slow responses is an essential step for predicting the system’s response to a time-varying radiative forcing. This missing puzzle piece motivates this study to understand the transient evolution of the tropical SST responses to extratropical forcing. By running multiple ensemble members and abruptly imposing a radiative forcing in Northern Hemisphere extratropics in a fully coupled model, we can reduce the noise arising from internal variabilities and investigate mechanisms operating with different time scales. Similar approaches have been adopted to investigate the atmospheric and oceanic mechanisms regulating the tropical Pacific under CO2 forcing (Good et al. 2011, 2013; Heede et al. 2020; Held et al. 2010). In addition to investigating the transient evolution of the tropical Pacific SST pattern, we perform a budget analysis to investigate the formation mechanisms. Specifically, we investigate when and by what means the slow response overwhelms the fast-response pattern.

The rest of this study is organized as follows. We describe the structure of the idealized forcing in our GCM simulations and introduce our energy budget analysis in section 2. In section 3, we suggest a two-stage evolution of tropical Pacific SST response to extratropical forcings: 1) a fast response, which is primarily shaped by thermodynamic air-sea interaction, where equatorial oceanic dynamics enhances and alters the pattern; and 2) a slow response that can be attributed to the change in the shallow oceanic meridional overturning circulations. We will show that the initial equatorial cooling associated with the fast response delays the emergence of the slow warming; meanwhile, the wind and temperature anomalies of the fast response set up the oceanic circulation changes of the slow responses. Therefore, investigating the transient evolution is essential for understanding the mechanisms and time scales of the equilibrium responses. Finally, section 4 summaries the findings, and we discuss their implications in section 5.

2. Method

a. Model setup

This study uses the NCAR Community Earth System Model (CESM), version 1.2.0 (Hurrell et al. 2013). The atmospheric model is the Community Atmospheric Model, version 5 (CAM5), with a 1.9° latitude × 2.5° longitude horizontal resolution and 30 levels. The Parallel Ocean Program, version 2 (POP2), is adopted for the ocean component. The POP2 model uses the “gx1v6” displaced pole grid, which has a resolution of ~1° near the equator.

To isolate the pattern formation mechanisms without oceanic dynamics, we also use a SOM configuration of CESM 1.2.0. In the SOM, the dynamical ocean model is replaced by a motionless slab ocean, with fixed climatological mixed-layer depth and seasonally varying oceanic heat convergence to reproduce the mean climate simulated in the dynamical ocean model.

b. Experimental design

Following Kang et al. (2019), the experiments in this study are perturbed by either increasing or reducing the incoming solar flux at the top of the atmosphere (TOA) in the extratropics between 45° and 65°N as heating or cooling forcing. The forcing structure is shown in Fig. 1a. The forcing was originally designed to investigate the influence of extratropical cloud biases on tropical precipitation (Kang et al. 2019), and the effective forcing at the surface is approximately 0.8 PW in the annual mean. However, the simulation results can be generalized to help understand any persistent energy perturbation in the extratropics, including the anthropogenic scattering aerosols and the associated shortwave cloud changes in global warming scenarios.

To isolate the forced responses from the system’s internal variability, all heating and cooling cases using the SOM and dynamical ocean models (DOMs) contain a set of 30 ensemble members. The ensemble members are branched from 30 consecutive January conditions from the corresponding control SOM and DOM simulations under preindustrial forcing. We have additionally performed a set of forced simulations that start with September, and the spatial patterns of the fast and slow responses do not depend on starting dates (not shown). The lengths of the control simulations are 50 years for SOM and 180 years for DOM, and the forced experiments are run for 6 years for SOM and 30 years for DOM. In addition, one of the 30 SOM ensembles is further integrated for 50 years to investigate the equilibrium response in the SOM.

c. The linear response

The linear component of the response is defined as the difference between the individual responses in the heating and the cooling cases, scaled by a factor of 1/2:

\[
R = \frac{R_H - R_C}{2},
\]  

where \(R\) is defined as the “response,” and \(R_H\) and \(R_C\) denote the corresponding responses in the heating and the cooling
Fig. A1 demonstrates the nonlinear surface temperature responses \(\left(\frac{R_{\text{H}} - R_{\text{C}}}{2}\right)\), which are small and not statistically significant in the tropics. In the rest of the paper, only the linear components of the responses are discussed.

d. Energy budget analysis

We use an energy budget decomposition to diagnose the causes of the ocean temperature response. Considering an arbitrary finite-volume box in the ocean, one can write the energy budget in flux form, as follows:

\[
C\frac{dT}{dt} = \text{SHF} - (\nabla U T + \nabla V T + \nabla W T)',
\] (2.2)

where \(C\) represents the heat capacity of the column of water, \(T\) represents the column-averaged temperature, \(\text{SHF}\) is the surface flux into the box, \((\nabla U T + \nabla V T + \nabla W T)\) represents the heat divergences from zonal, meridional, and vertical directions, and the prime represents the response to the forcing. Integrating both sides of Eq. (2.2) and rearranging it yields

\[
\int \frac{dT}{dt} dt = \frac{1}{C} \int [\text{SHF} - (\nabla U T + \nabla V T + \nabla W T)'] dt.
\] (2.3)

We rename each term in Eq. (2.3) as the following:

\[
\text{tendency} = \text{dSHF} + \text{dUT} + \text{dVT} + \text{dWT}
\] (2.4)

We can further decompose the \(\nabla V T(dVT)\) term, which we find to typically be the dominant term balancing the temperature tendency, into contributions of anomalous temperature, velocity, and a nonlinear term:

\[
-\nabla (VT)' = -\left(\nabla V'T' \right) - (\nabla V'T) - (\nabla V'T') + \text{residual}
\] (2.5)

and rename each term in Eq. (2.5) to be

\[
dVT = VdT + TdV + dVdT + \text{Vres}.
\] (2.6)

With Eqs. (2.4) and (2.6), we can quantitatively measure each component’s contribution to ocean temperature responses.

3. Results

a. Tropical SST evolution

We first demonstrate the transient evolution of the tropical Pacific SST responses to extratropical thermal forcings. As shown in Figs. 1b, 1c and 2, the evolution of equatorial Pacific SST exhibits two stages: 1) a fast response, which, despite the imposed heating, is characterized by the anomalously cooled SST during the first 3 years, particularly in boreal winter; and 2) a slow response, which features gradually enhanced warmed SSTs after the third year.

Figures 3a and 3b demonstrate the distinct spatial characteristics of the two stages. The fast response shows a hemispherically asymmetric pattern, with warmed SST and weakening trades in the Northern Hemisphere (NH) and cooled SST and strengthening trades in the Southern Hemisphere (SH). Slight cooling is exhibited at the equator, accompanied by anomalous equatorial easterlies. The interhemispheric SST gradient and the cross-equatorial wind are intensified in the slow response; however, an enhanced warming in the eastern equatorial Pacific emerges and the easterlies on the equator weaken.

As a comparison, Figs. 3c and 3d present the responses in the SOM. The fast response in the DOM and that in the SOM share some resemblances (cf. Figs. 3a,c), as pointed out in previous studies investigating responses to Arctic sea ice loss (e.g., Wang et al. 2018), indicating the similar mechanisms shaping the SST structure between the two cases in the fast response. A close comparison in the equatorial region reveals a cooling peak at the central equatorial region only in the DOM (Fig. 3e), which we will later discuss in section 3b. As time evolves, ocean dynamics leads to an enhanced warming in the equatorial eastern Pacific in the DOM and completely flips the anomalous equatorial zonal gradient (cf. Figs. 3e,f); while in the SOM, though intensified, the zonal structure of
the anomalous SST along the equator remains largely the same.

For Figs. 3a and 3b and the rest of the paper, we define the average response in years 1–3 as the fast response and the average response in years 11–20 as the slow response. Since the transition takes place gradually and the slow response continues to amplify until the end of the simulations (year 20), the start time of year 11 for the slow response is a subjective choice. Although the formation mechanisms presented in the following two sections are not sensitive to the periods chosen, we utilize 30 ensemble members to obtain a more precise estimate of the start time of the slow response. The time scale for the anomalous warming in the eastern equatorial Pacific becomes statistically significant around year 4, sooner than the 20 years reported by Wang et al. (2018), of which forcing is weaker and in a higher latitude, indicating a response of smaller magnitude (Yoshimori et al. 2017). The interannual time scale reported here and the decadal time scales reported by Wang et al. (2018) are much shorter than the time scale assumed by some previous studies focusing on the equilibrium response (Cvijanovic and Chiang 2013; Kang et al. 2020).

b. The formation mechanisms for the fast response

Figure 4 exhibits the zonal structures of the circulation and ocean temperature responses in the equatorial Pacific region. Consistent with the SST cooling in the equatorial central Pacific, the equatorial easterlies and the Walker circulation have strengthened slightly and shifted westward (Fig. 4a). The corresponding equatorial undercurrent has strengthened (see contours in Fig. 4e). The anomalous cooling responses appear in the upper ocean (above 50 m; Fig. 4e). It maximizes in the central Pacific and seems to be disconnected from the upwelling in the eastern Pacific or tilting thermocline.

To investigate the establishment of the equatorial cooling, we examine the first-year SST and surface wind evolution in Figs. 5a–d. The imposed extratropical radiative forcing tends to warm local SSTs in boreal spring in the NH. The warmed SST propagates toward the tropics in boreal summer (Figs. 5a,b), while the accompanied reduced trades along the northeast–southwest pathway indicate the role of the WES feedback in the equatorward propagation of anomalous SSTs in the NH. Meanwhile, the interhemispheric temperature gradient leads to the development of an anomalous, counterclockwise, cross-equatorial atmospheric meridional overturning circulation (Fig. 6a). The
anomalous southerly winds in the lower branch of the anomalous overturning circulation strengthen the trades in the SH and cools local SSTs via the WES feedback. The positive feedback mechanism between low clouds, SST, and shortwave radiative fluxes further amplifies the SST anomalies in the southeastern Pacific region (Hsiao et al. 2022; Hwang et al. 2017; Kim et al. 2022). The enhanced cooling propagates equatorward via the WES feedback and reaches the central and eastern equatorial region in boreal summer and fall (Figs. 5c,d), cooling the equatorial SST during this period. Furthermore, the similarity of SST and wind responses between the DOM and SOM simulations supports the idea that the aforementioned air–sea thermodynamic interaction processes are responsible for the extratropical–tropical teleconnection and the initiation of the anomalous equatorial SST response (cf. Figs. 5a–h).

While the overall pattern and the formation mechanisms look similar in the SOM and DOM, the anomalous cooling in the equatorial region only occurs in the DOM simulation (see Fig. 3e for the anomalous cooling in the first 3 years). To understand how ocean dynamics leads to the equatorial cooling, we perform an energy budget analysis in the upper layer of the tropical Pacific region (20°S–20°N, 160°E–90°W) mean (°C; shading) and surface wind stress (vectors) in the period of (a) fast responses (years 1–3) and (b) slow response (years 11–20). (c),(d) As in (a),(b), but for the first 3 years and the equilibrium responses in the SOM, respectively. Anomalous equatorial Pacific (5°S–5°N) SST profile in the DOM (blue) and SOM (red) experiments for (e) fast response (years 1–3) and (f) slow response (years 11–20). Hatching in (a)–(d) indicates where the signals are not statistically significant at the 95% confidence interval. Note that regions with blue shading do not necessarily cool but do warm less than the tropical mean. The horizontal dashed lines in (c) and (f) indicate the value of the averaged SST response in the tropical Pacific region in the DOM (blue) and the SOM (red) simulations, respectively.
150°W, the corresponding Ekman divergence shifts the SST cooling response toward the central Pacific region in the DOM simulation (cf. the zonal structure of the anomalous SSTs in the SOM and the DOM in Fig. 3e). On the other hand, the contribution from vertical advection is positive. This unexpected warming contribution may be due to surface cooling weakening upper-ocean stratification, which may have a stronger effect on the near-surface fast response than the strengthened upwelling reported in recent studies (Kang et al. 2020; Heede et al. 2020). We focus on the mixed-layer budget based on the maximum cooling anomaly in the upper 50 m of the central Pacific (Fig. 4e). Although the contribution from vertical advection is sensitive to the depth and extent chosen, it is not the most significant factor in years 1–3.

Fig. 4. Equatorial response. (a) Climatological Walker circulation [black contours with contour interval (CI) = 2 × 10$^8$ kg s$^{-1}$; zero contour omitted and negative dashed] and the anomalies [CI = 2 × 10$^7$ kg s$^{-1}$; red for positive (clockwise), blue for negative, and zero contour omitted]. (c) Anomalous equatorial (averaged between 2°S and 2°N) zonal stress (N m$^{-2}$; black contoured for ensemble mean and gray for each ensemble). (e) Anomalous equatorial ocean temperature (shaded) and zonal velocity (black contoured with CI = 0.2 cm s$^{-1}$; zero contour omitted and negative dashed) in the period of the fast response. The climatological 2°C isotherm is superimposed as a red contour. (b),(d),(f) As in (a), (c), and (e), respectively, but for the slow response.

Fig. 5. Seasonal cycle during the first year. Anomalous SST (shading) and surface wind stress (vectors) during (a) January–March, (b) April–June, (c) July–September, and (d) October–December in the first year. (e)–(h) As in (a)–(d), but for the SOM.
In summary, within a few months, the air–sea coupling feedback mechanisms communicate the imposed warming from the North Pacific toward the equatorial western Pacific. Meanwhile, the cooled local SST due to the strengthened trades in the SH subtropics propagates toward the eastern and central Pacific, leading to the equatorial cooling response, despite the strong heating imposed in the northern extratropics. The intensified equatorial SST gradient and enhanced easterlies along the equator give rise to the anomalous, wind-driven, poleward Ekman transport, amplifying the cooling in the central equatorial Pacific (Figs. 3a,e).

c. The formation mechanisms for the slow response

Around the fourth year, the cooling maximum in the equatorial central Pacific diminishes and then is gradually replaced by the anomalous warming that peaks in the equatorial eastern Pacific and persists toward the end of our simulation (Figs. 2 and 3b). The Walker circulation (Fig. 4b), the equatorial easterlies (Fig. 4d), and the equatorial undercurrent (contours in Fig. 4f) experience weakening during this period, consistent with the warmed upper-ocean temperature (shading in Fig. 4f).

Following the analysis for the fast response (section 3b), we perform the upper layer energy budget (above 50 m) to investigate the warmed equatorial SST during this period. Figure 8a displays the heat budget during years 1–10 and years 11–20, accounting for the development and maintenance periods of the anomalous warming, respectively. In both periods, the vertical advection (dWT) is positive, indicating either the warmer subsurface water or the reduced upwelling could contribute to surface warming (Fig. 4f). The concept that the equatorial SST warming is originated from below is consistent with some previous studies, which indicate the dominance of the upwelling of anomalously warm subsurface water leading to warming in the equatorial eastern Pacific (England et al. 2020; Kang et al. 2020; Wang et al. 2018).

However, the warming is not confined in the upper 50 m of ocean; rather, the entire oceanic layer above the thermocline warms significantly (Fig. 4f). What causes the anomalous warming in the subsurface? To answer this question and to further examine the root cause of the positive contribution of the dWT term, we extend our energy budget analysis to 200 m (Fig. 8b). We first focus on the developing period (years 1–10), which reveals that the anomalously positive meridional dVT is
the most prominent term. A further decomposition shows its positive contribution arises from the TdV, and its positive contribution persists in the maintaining period (years 11–20). In the following two paragraphs, we introduce the physical mechanisms leading to the positive TdV, which we interpret as the key driver leading to the equatorial warming within a decade. We also explain the relevance of other budget terms throughout the two periods.

First, we attribute the positive contribution of the TdV term to changes in the STC. Note that the process responsible for the TdV differs from the Ekman divergence discussed in section 3b, since the TdV considered here is deeper than the Ekman layer. Figure 6 illustrates the STC changes. An anomalous counterclockwise circulation develops, weakening the northern STC while strengthening the southern STC. The anomalous STC is caused by the anomalous surface wind and air–sea interactions associated with the cross-equatorial Hadley cell. According to Luongo et al. (2022, 2023), the hemispherically asymmetric surface wind stress drives shallow STC anomalies while the joint cloud–WES feedback under the northeast Pacific low cloud deck drives a deeper buoyancy-driven cell in the NH. The slowdown of the northern STC results in less heat carried poleward, and the intensification of the southern STC acts to transport more energy away from the equator. The reduced poleward energy transport of the deeper and stronger anomalous northern cell overwhelms the increased transport of the southern cell (see the blue shading in Fig. 6f). Consequently, excessive heat accumulates in the subsurface equatorial region, eventually upwelling in the eastern equatorial Pacific region, forming the eastern equatorial-peaked warming SST pattern and triggering the Bjerknes positive feedback (Fig. 3b).

The contribution of the dWT term is also positive (Fig. 8b). This term can also be interpreted as a result of weakening NH STCs and warmer subsurface ocean in the equatorial region. The positive contribution from dWT is much smaller than that from dVT in the developing period, but it remains as a warming effect in the maintenance period. While the reduction of upwelling and weakening of STC continue to enhance the warming throughout the simulation, their effects are compensated by the term VdT in the maintenance period. The negative contribution of VdT can be understood as the climatological meridional advection transporting anomalously warmed water away from the equator. This explains why the anomalous meridional dVT is the most prominent term contributing positively, while it turns into a damping term in the maintenance period.

To summarize, as a response to the imposed extratropical radiative forcing, the strong weakening of the northern STC outweighs the slight strengthening of the southern STC, introducing a warm anomaly at the Pacific equatorial subsurface, which is then upwelled in the eastern equatorial region, shaping the eastern equatorial-enhanced SST warming on interannual to decadal time scales.

4. Summary and discussion

The present study investigates the transient evolution of the tropical SST pattern response to a heating imposed in the northern extratropics. While the interhemispheric SST gradient
continues to amplify throughout the 20-yr simulations, there is a two-stage response of the equatorial zonal structure, as summarized in Fig. 9: 1) During the first 3 years, there is a slight SST cooling in the equatorial central Pacific. A series of air–sea interactions associated with the anomalous cross-equatorial Hadley cell give rise to the cooling response, while the anomalous poleward Ekman transport driven by the strengthened equatorial easterlies further amplify it. 2) The cooling is replaced by the eastern equatorial-enhanced SST warming within a decade, which continues to amplify toward the end of the simulation. We suggest that the STC slowdown in the NH leads to anomalous warming above the thermocline in the equatorial region. The warm water upwells from the east and triggers the Bjerknes feedback. In a sense, the interhemispherically asymmetric surface wind and the associated air–sea interactions in the fast response drive the anomalous STC and set the stage for the slow response. Meanwhile, the equatorial cooling in the fast response delays the time when the slow response emerges.

In the following, we connect the mechanisms summarized above to the existing literature.

**a. The fast response, the ITCZ-blocking effect, and Ekman transport**

The notion that the overall tropical SST pattern response and the formation processes in the fast response can be captured and explained by the SOM setting is consistent with the simulated results in Wang et al. (2018) and the hypotheses proposed by Kang et al. (2020). The fast response can be interpreted as the anomalous tropical Pacific SST pattern associated with an anomalous cross-equatorial Hadley cell. The joint cloud–WES feedback in the SH subtropics extends toward the central and eastern Pacific, whereas the warm SST anomalies from the NH midlatitudes fail to reach the same region but do propagate toward the western equatorial Pacific region. The ITCZ-blocking theory could explain why the SST response in the equatorial region exhibits an opposite sign to the imposed forcing in the northern extratropics (Hsiao et al. 2022; Kang et al. 2020; Zhang et al. 2014). The equatorward propagation of SST anomalies cannot penetrate the location of the climatological ITCZ, where the mean meridional winds change direction, since the mean meridional winds are responsible for the WES feedback.

Besides the ITCZ blocking and the common air–sea interactions in the SOM and the DOM, the present study additionally highlights the critical roles of ocean dynamics in altering the equatorial zonal SST structure in the DOM. The poleward Ekman transport driven by anomalous easterlies further amplifies the cooling originated from the SH subtropics and shifts the maximum cooling from the eastern toward the central equatorial Pacific (Figs. 3e and 9a). The equatorial zonal SST gradient and the Walker cell responses are distinct in the SOM and the DOM in the first 3 years.

**b. The slow response and the role of STC changes**

The slowly emerging, enhanced equatorial SST warming pattern, according to our 50-m budget analysis, is attributed to the upwelling of anomalously warmed subsurface water. The notion that the enhanced equatorial response originates from the subsurface is consistent with previous studies (England et al. 2020; Kang et al. 2020; Wang et al. 2018). These studies consider the subsurface warming to originate from the ventilation and subduction mechanism, where SST anomalies are advected by climatological flow (VdT in Fig. 8b).

Our transient budget analyses reveal that processes contributing positively in the equilibrium responses may differ from those that are responsible for initiating the pattern formation. For example, in contrast to previous studies that focus on equilibrium responses, our results show that the temperature anomalies advected by climatological flow (VdT in Fig. 8b) contribute negatively to the warming during years 11–20.

---

**Fig. 9.** Schematic diagrams of the two-stage response. (a),(b) The Hadley cell adjustments are shown on the right, while the meridional overturning circulation (STC) adjustments are shown by shading on the left. Color fill is SST and subsurface temperature response, as in Figs. 3 and 4. In (a), the hemispherically symmetric parts of the anomalous meridional overturning circulations are superimposed as contours (CI = 1.5 Sv; positive in red and negative in blue). In (b) the contours mark the total meridional overturning circulation responses (same as shading). The black contours in the vertical panels refer to the climatological 20°C isothermal line.
Instead, we attribute the warming to the weakening of the northern STC (TdV), which develops within the first few years (Fig. 6c). Accompanied by the accumulation of the anomalous heat divergence at the equator, the anomalous northern STC persists in the slow response, leading to the pronounced warming in the upper ocean observed after the first decade. The decadal time scale of the oceanic circulation adjustment is much faster than that of the subduction and ventilation mechanism, which is considered to be a multidecadal process (Thomas and Fedorov 2017). Despite the significant dominance of TdV in our budget (Fig. 8b), we should not exclude the effect of VdT on the equatorial Pacific SST. Although it appears to be a minor factor in our experiments, if we were to extend our simulations to a longer period, the positive contribution of VdT may take over the equatorial warming over time. The imposed heating in the extratropics should eventually find its way to warm the equatorial region through climatological advection (e.g., Kang et al. 2020). In addition, selecting meridional boundaries with a higher latitude range (e.g., 10°S–10°N) could increase the contribution of VdT in years 11–20. Further investigation is required to determine the relative roles of VdT and TdV in the equatorial Pacific SST response.

The early developing process highlights the rapid STC response to a cross-equatorial Hadley cell. We expect the equatorial ocean water to be affected through the proposed mechanism within decadal time scales. The strong coupling between the Hadley cell and STCs has been discussed in the literature in the context of the anomalous STC transporting energy across the equator and damping the ITCZ shift (Green and Marshall 2017; Hawcroft et al. 2017; Tomas et al. 2016; Kay et al. 2016; Xiang et al. 2018). Here, we focus on the equatorial SST response and highlight the effect of the hemispherically asymmetric STC changes. The hemispherically asymmetric STC changes can be interpreted via the same coupling mechanism discussed in the ITCZ-shift literature. Since the forcing is applied in the NH extratropics, the meridional SST gradient, the associated wind changes, and thus the STC response are stronger in the NH (as shown in Figs. 4d,f). The contrasting anomalous STCs in the two hemispheres are crucial to the heat convergence in the equatorial region, which eventually shapes the eastern equatorial-peaked SST pattern several years after the forcing is imposed. Meanwhile, in section 3c, we refer to the mechanisms proposed by Luongo et al. (2022), who use the same experimental setting but apply an additional wind stress–locking technique, to interpret the driver of the STC changes. Using the same experiment, Luongo et al. (2023) further confirm the critical role of buoyancy-forced STC changes in affecting the equatorial energy budget.

5. Conclusions and implication

Previous studies show that tropical zonal (east-to-west) and meridional (equator-to-pole) SST gradients vary coherently in paleo-proxy SST records and modeling simulations on multidecadal and century time scales (Fedorov et al. 2015; Burls and Fedorov 2014; Stuecker et al. 2018). The STCs and the equatorial undercurrent act as oceanic tunnels for extratropical SST anomalies to reach the surface of the equatorial eastern Pacific. Here, we emphasize the effects of the hemispherically asymmetric temperature gradient on the equatorial zonal SST gradient. In the first 3 years, the zonal SST gradient strengthens when the interhemispheric temperature gradient increases. On decadal time scales, the weakened equatorial zonal SST gradient is consistent with what would have been expected from the weakened equator-to-pole SST gradient. We additionally highlight the contribution from the hemispherically asymmetric, forcing-induced STC changes, which operate on a time scale much shorter than the ventilation and may be detectable in the observational records or near-future climate change projections.

The two-stage response revealed in the present study demonstrates the complexity of interhemispherically asymmetric energy perturbations on tropical Pacific SST responses. Improving our understanding of the extratropical to tropical teleconnection would enhance our confidence in the future projections of the tropical Pacific region under anthropogenic climate change. We discuss some related open questions below.

a. Linkages with the GHG-forced simulations

A great number of previous studies explore the tropical Pacific SST response under global warming. The equatorial SST response and the related mechanisms and time scales discussed in these studies can be compared to those suggested in the present study.

For the fast response, our idealized forcing highlights a tropical SST formation mechanism driven by hemispherically asymmetric warming. We expect the same mechanism to operate under global warming, as a similar hemispherically asymmetric temperature and surface wind patterns exist in the CO2 experiments (Hwang et al. 2017; Long et al. 2014). Based on our simulations, the enhanced warming in the NH extratropics contributes to the relative cooling (delayed warming) in the equatorial central Pacific in the fast response of abrupt 4xCO2 experiments. Heede and Fedorov (2021) take the average of the first 10 years to demonstrate the pattern of the fast response. In this study we have defined our fast response as the first 3 years, based on absolute SST. If, however, we were to plot the relative SST pattern [the anomalous warming departure from tropical mean, as in Fig. 3 in Heede and Fedorov (2021)] of the first 10 years of our experiment, a relative cooling, which is most pronounced in the southeast Pacific, persists and extends toward the equatorial central Pacific. This suggests that the joint low cloud–WES feedback and the equatorial divergent Ekman transport in our idealized experiments could play a role in explaining the fast response in abrupt 4xCO2 experiments. The mechanism would have a larger contribution in models with larger interhemispherically asymmetric warming (Geng et al. 2022), i.e., a larger heat uptake over the Southern Ocean or a greater Arctic amplification. The mechanism is distinct from the ocean dynamical thermostat in the context of the equatorial ocean response to a uniform surface flux perturbation (Clement et al. 1996; Seager et al. 2019; Heede and Fedorov 2021; Heede et al. 2020, 2021).
For the slow response, our idealized experiment suggests the hemispherically asymmetric STC change can lead to an accumulated warming in the equatorial subsurface, which makes its way to the surface through the upwelling in the east. The changes in the strength of STCs and the effect on SSTs emerge within the first 10 years of our simulations. Consistently, one can see a relative warming in the equatorial eastern Pacific in the anomalous SST pattern in the first 10 years of the 4xCO₂ experiments [Fig. 3 in Heede and Fedorov (2021)]. The effect of STC changes dominating on decadal time scales is consistent with another study concerning the possible mechanisms leading to the equatorial SST warming under GHG forcing (Heede et al. 2021). They found that the change in the strength of STCs takes place much earlier than when the extratropical SST anomalies reach the equatorial region. It is not until years 350–400 that the contribution from VdT outweighs the contribution from TdV in their CO₂ forcing experiments. Compared to the effects of TdV reported in our study and by Heede et al. (2021), the effects of ventilation (VdT) may not be as relevant for the reduced equatorial zonal gradient in experiments with more realistic forcing, such as the shared socioeconomic pathways (SSPs)–type of experiments in phase 6 of the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project (CMIP6).

b. Linkages with other modeling experiments and observational records

In addition to greenhouse gases, recent studies also suggest the impacts of anthropogenic aerosols and volcanoes on the recent trend of tropical Pacific SST (Hwang et al. 2013; Takahashi and Watanabe 2016; Smith et al. 2016; Heede and Fedorov 2021). Our idealized experiments reveal that mechanisms with multiple time scales are at work in shaping the tropical Pacific SST pattern when an anomalous cross-equatorial Hadley cell adjustment takes place. Disentangling multiple time-scale responses to aerosols is essential for understanding the SST pattern evolution in the multimodel large-ensemble archive (Deser et al. 2020). The joint cloud–WES feedback and the STC adjustment highlighted in this study may contribute to discrepancies in tropical east Pacific change between models and observations (Wills et al. 2022).

c. Outlook

We have studied the response of the coupled system to energy perturbations in the high-latitude Northern Hemisphere, with a focus on the time scales and mechanisms of the ocean’s dynamic response. However, it is yet to be determined how these time scales and response patterns differ across GCMs, given their varying resolutions, convection schemes, or mean-state biases. The radiative forcing in this study is concentrated in high latitudes of the Northern Hemisphere, which is relevant to global warming scenarios that show more warming in the Northern Hemisphere or to aerosol emissions that concentrate in the Northern Hemisphere extratropics. However, perturbations in the Southern Hemisphere, such as temperature anomalies caused by melting of the Antarctic ice sheet or ozone recovery, may also play a significant role in tropical climate change. Future studies need to explore whether the mechanisms demonstrated in this study can be applied to Southern Hemisphere forcings.
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APPENDIX

The Nonlinear Response

Figure A1 shows the nonlinear response of SST and surface wind stress in the period of the fast responses (years 1–3) and the slow response (years 11–20).
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